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SUPPORT BOTH POLICE COMM. STEWART & MY MUM
WARNING TO LAY CRIMINAL CHARGES!
Court abandonment!
V
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Premier
Justice
Newman Chesterman

To support Premier Newman's holistic
BCC, EPA, IPA, APRA, ACCC, ASIC, CMC COMM. IAN STEWART
change to Crime & Corruption
Commission for
QLS / ATO superfund law reform
ENFORCEMENT.
MUM AT 94YRS OF AGE

.1. Thanks to Solicitor Kate Bradley, Snr Legal Officer for the QPS, I do believe Bradley is
doing her best to unravel this Crown evidence by providing a copy of our Police Crime
Report 355, which is a good choice! I believe her motive is to use tact and style, referred
to as team leadership or Management skills, to be seen as protecting honest QDPP and
Police Officers, but at the same time exposing Crown corruption. Hence, as proof, the
CMC's recommended name and operational change. Therefore, the next step to rename
the Police Risk Management Dept. to the Police Rescue Management Dept. as an
internal section of the QPS, not widely known to the general public. As Dr. Frank Walsh
taught me over a 10yr period, the value of both. To mean, you can protect the innocent or
victims and expose the guilty.
2.

Thanks to the Community Cabinet, then Asst. Comm. Ian Stewart, asked the question in
the way of an explanation, quote “Is not kickbacks and bribes the way business is
done?” In talking to numerous Asst. Commissioners of Police, consider this example of
corruption used on Govt. officials via our proven 'abuse of public office', or 'obstruction
of justice', to offer money or promise of promotions, or the threat of being downgraded if
they do not comply. What percentage of Govt. officials would be corrupted if their boss
instructed them in confidence, you are not to take any action to resolve clients problems
or clients issues? Tony Coburn's ATO tax avoidance boss as a typical example. What
percentage of Govt. officials would be corrupted if their boss told them in confidence, that it
is standard procedure in this Dept. to accept kickbacks and bribes? The importance to
choose the mark, like Davida Ellen Williams after her divorce. (i) Short of cash. (ii) Looking
st
for options. (iii) Open to offers. Davida as the 1 ex-QDPP Barrister / felon, as a trained
Public Prosecutor confessed to me how Davida did not expect to go to prison. She
believed she had protection at least to a District Court level. (TBC) Davida lost her
freedom with a 3yr prison sentence and was removed from the Bar, never to practice law
again in Australia. Davida crossed that line and had no way back to a normal life. Davida
became a servant of 'organised crime'. Please do not allow the communities quality of life
to disappear. As proof, study Davida's medical report in detail.

3.

As simulation is our area of expertise, consider this previous Police reform. The no free
lunch policy at fast food outlets. Previously, fast food outlet owners encouraged Police
to eat free for their lunch and tea breaks. The owner’s motive was for these Police to be
used as unpaid security. Where honest Police just paid for their food like everyone else.
Police Admin with Union support agreed, this is how corruption starts, one small step at a
time. Remember nothing is free, hence the need to hold the line, to think and act as one.
Hence the term uniformed Police.

4.

The obvious importance of freedom of the press. As long as I keep telling the truth, what do
I have to fear? Yes! Standover tactics and bikie extortion! We were warned, outside the
CBA / ASIC 240 Queen St. Bne. “If this was Melbourne you would be blown away in the
street but as this is Qld the CIB can take care of it.” Take care of us they did. 14yrs later
and finally we are making some progress. As the Pope reported this week, in brief, 'The
Mafia are reported to have killed 800 people' therefore he suggested 'The Mafia
repents as their money is no good in heaven.' But what about here on earth?
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Like most business people, I have been offered contracts on the condition I paid kickbacks and
bribes, but having a religious upbringing and having worked in prisons, to convert then to
correctional centres, I have respect for my freedom. No-one owns me! Therefore, it makes good
sense to own up to all of your mistakes. This time I am sure of my facts.
5.

a/ I refer you to Kate Bradley's Crown evidence as proof. This is also called 'crime prevention'. I
believe Bradley is looking to expose PCR 355-3. To be specific Judge Shanahan said “Grahame
Ledwidge should have directed to redraft the (faulty) bank loan agreement, to have the new
contracts signed and then rip up the old contracts.” This is the legal advice, Ledwidge directed I
should have known what he meant, when he told me to “Rip up the contracts or I will close your
bank account.” This can only be described as legal incompetence or another CBA mistake. b/ Due
to the Supreme Court mediation order, we met with the Court Registrars who in brief explained to
check the Fair Trading Act. This means, the bank admitted to making a loan agreement mistake, but
so far has not admitted to making a second loan modification mistake. This comes down to what
James Pitman, as the CBA Relationship Manager said “The need for someone in the CBA to
listen to your story and only then justice will be done.”

6.

a/ As Judge Shanahan also put it “Look at the obvious.” This was the trick, illusion or diversion
used by this crime cartel to hide the (i) 'Site Solutions' Protection racket. (ii) The shareholder
home mortgage scam. (iii) The ATO estimated $460,311 tax evasion. b/ This CBA diversion worked
to the crime cartel's benefit, because officially as Asst. Comm. Peter Martin will confirm, no junior
officer, below the rank of Asst. Comm. could reopen this case. Therefore, Davida was able to
destroy and plunder our HEHS Superfund.

7.

As ex-Comm. Bob Atkinson explained, in brief “You are not broke, you can live on what money
you have left.” To mean, a stalemate or deadlock has been established, so the question must be,
how do we break the deadlock? Judge Shanahan's QLS law reform suggestion 'is to prove
abandonment is fraud'. This is covered in C.C. 399 & 391, etc. The problem ,this section of the
C.C. is not written into the law. Honest Police are just wasting their time and they know it. E.g.
Act. Insp. Mike Ede Prosecution Dept. Tank St. reported transferred to the Railway Sect.

8.

As a QDPP or Police Officer, what do you desire the most? Yes, to get a lawful result for your actions.
As proof, then Fraud Squad Det. Sgt Brett Heath said, quote “Get your act together or you will be
out the door so fast your bum will not touch the ground.” We have researched and checked the
relevant international acts. The best act is the Racketeering Influenced Corrupt Organisation
Act, known as the RICO Act, but this act still requires this QLS support to use our standard 3 step
Arbitration procedure, requiring the Law of Abandonment to enforce the RICO Act.

9.

This Rescue Management / stress test procedure is to protect the community at large, so a 15yr old
High School student studying law, at the Supreme Court, when asked, was in shock, instead of
acquiring complete clarity. I was fraudulently charged with child assault, then upgraded to child
molestation. As proof of Dr Hudson-Jessop’s report “Shit happens”.

10. As Chris Watts Snr Credit Manager for the CBA put it “You have a big thing about teamwork.” I am
sure he agrees, the real problem lays with the fact NO-ONE WANTS TO BE THE VICTIM, NO-ONE
WANTS TO BE SEEN AS A FOOL. An independent Asst. Comm. of Police volunteered to
investigate this case. He confirmed the above details and came up with Premier Newman's
solution, to act on the Judicial Review Act. The solution to this bikie extortion racket would have
been exposed if the panel of 3 Judges; Chief Justice de Jersey, Justice Chesterman and McPherson
had acted on Justice Ken Mackenzie's 'mediation order'.
THANKFULLY PREMIER NEWMAN TOOK THE TIME TO LISTEN;
NOW IT'S TIME FOR HIM TO ACT. .
To

make

it

legal

Signed John Bright

FOR NEWMAN TO GAIN

JUSTICE FOR ALL.

TO ABANDON, LITIGATE, LIQUIDATE = ALL-FRAUD.
CRIME PREVENTION IS THE SOLUTION

Email:
brights@live.com.au
Website:
www.all-fraud.net

